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SYSTRA International Bridge Technologies (SYSTRA IBT)
is a firm solely dedicated to bridge engineering. We are a
wholly-owned subsidiary of the SYSTRA Group, a world leader
in the design of transport infrastructure. IBT is a cornerstone of
SYSTRA Bridges, a network of 350 bridge specialists deployed
worldwide. SYSTRA Bridges encompasses IBT’s offices in the
United States, Canada, and the Middle East, and SYSTRA’s
bridge design hubs in France, Korea, and India.
SYSTRA’s experience in mass transit and infrastructure
engineering includes projects located in 150 different
countries throughout the world. IBT’s professionals have
extensive experience in all facets of bridge engineering. Our
clients include transportation authorities, general contractors,
and multi-discipline engineering firms. We have been the
Engineer-of-Record for both traditional design/bid/build and
for design/build projects.
IBT’s

specialized

bridge

types

include

cable-stayed,

extradosed, and segmental concrete bridges. We are a world
leader in metro and high-speed rail elevated guideway design.
SYSTRA Bridges brings references in suspension bridges,
arches, and truss bridges. SYSTRA’s U-shaped viaduct design
has been used to build 280 miles (450 km) of elevated
guideway. SYSTRA is also a world leader in rail systems
specialty engineering.
SYSTRA International Bridge Technologies emphasizes the
importance of producing bridges tailor-designed for their
site that are constructible and economical without sacrificing
elegance. We aim to develop cost-saving concepts considering
well-conceived construction methods, selecting suitable
materials based on cost-effectiveness.
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DAVENPORT DIAMOND GUIDEWAY PROJECT

TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA

Rendering credit: Metrolinx

The Davenport Diamond is a new high-quality rail project
aimed at enhancing the rail service capacity in the Toronto
area by removing one of the last high traffic rail crossings
in the area. This project will allow a separation between
passenger and freight trains through the construction of
an elevated guideway, that will be accompanied by the
redevelopment of the space under the structure for the
benefit of the community.
The Davenport Diamond Rail Grade Separation Project
represents an important part of Metrolinx’s Regional Express
Rail (RER) program, which will bring more train trips to GO
Transit’s Barrie line and transform it from a commuter
service to a frequent, two-way, all-day service, seven days a
week. This large-scale program represents the joint efforts of
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the provincial government, Metrolinx, Infrastructure Ontario and
the City of Toronto to move people across the Greater Toronto
and Hamilton Area (GTHA) faster and easier.
SYSTRA IBT is responsible for the detailed design and
construction engineering of the elevated guideway.

ESSENTIALS:
OWNER: Metrolinx

LEAD CONSULTANT: SYSTRA IBT

CONTRACTOR: Graham
Commuter Rail Solutions
(GCRS) Joint Venture of
Graham Capital Partners,
Gracorp Capital and Graham
Construction and Engineering

SYSTRA IBT’S ROLE: Detailed
design and construction
engineering of the elevated
guideway.
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The Evergreen line connects the cities of Burnaby, Port
Moody and Coquitlam. It originates at the Lougheed Town
Center station, part of the existing Millenium Line. The new
line includes 6.8 miles of elevated light rail transit guideway.
The precast concrete segmental portion of the guideway is
1.9 mile-long. Typical spans have a maximum length of 39m
and are erected span-by-span with an overhead gantry.
Foundations consist of 0.914m (3 ft) diameter driven steel
piles filled with concrete.
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EVERGREEN LINE RAIL

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA

ESSENTIALS:
CLIENT/OWNER:
British Columbia Ministry
of Transportation and
Infrastructure
CONTRACTOR:
Graham/SNC Lavalin

Year Completed: 2015
SYSTRA IBT’S ROLE:
Detailed design, construction
analysis for segmental
guideway.
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This 4.1 km (2.5 mi) long viaduct is the first section of the
Nelamangala Expressway in Bangalore, India. The 16.4 m (54 ft)
wide precast segmental box girder carries four lanes of traffic
and is built within the median of the NH4 highway.
Typical spans vary from 28.5 m (93 ft) to 39.4 m (129 ft) and
use epoxy joints and external post-tensioning. A special 44 m
(144 ft) span is achieved by using cantilever piers in conjunction
with a typical 39.4 m (129 ft) span. The substructure consists
of cast-in-place piers on bored pile foundations. The viaduct is
erected span-by-span with an overhead gantry. Design-build
project. Design-Build.
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NELAMANGALA EXPRESSWAY

BANGALORE, INDIA

ESSENTIALS:
Owner: National Highways
Authority of India (NHAI)
Design/Build Contractor:
Navayuga Engineering
Company Ltd.
Prime Consultant: JMI Pacific

Year Completed: 2010
SYSTRA IBT’s Role:
Conceptual design, detailed
design, and construction
engineering
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RIYADH METRO LINE 3
RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA

The Riyadh Metro is a rapid transit system under
construction in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia which includes
6 different lines with a total length of about 180 km
(111.8 mi). Riyadh Metro Line 3, the longest elevated
line, runs in the East-West direction along Al Madinah
Al Munawwarah and Prince Saad Bin Abdulrahman Al
Awal Roads, starting at the west near Jeddah Expressway
and ending at the east near the National Guard Camp of
Khashm El Aan.
The Metro will be mostly elevated along the western
part of Al Madinah Al Munawwarah Road, then underground
in bored and mined tunnels in the central section of the
line, and elevated again along Salah Al Din Al Ayoubi Road.
The length of Riyadh Metro Line 3 is approximately 41.6 km
(25.3 mi), and it features 20 stations.
The 26.4 km (16.4 mi) elevated viaduct consists of a
three-cell precast segmental box girder with typical spans
of 37 m (122 ft) and special continuous spans of 50 m
(164 ft). Six long span structures with spans varying from
60 m to 95 m (197 ft to 312 ft) are required for the special
crossings over existing interchanges. Typical and continuous
spans are erected span-by-span with an overhead truss.
Long spans are erected in balanced cantilever with cranes
on the ground or lifting frames on the deck.
SYSTRA IBT was responsible for the design of the
viaduct from the conceptual tender stage through the
100% detailed design stage. Along with the detailed design,
SYSTRA IBT was in charge of the construction engineering
and complete shop drawing production of the line, with
site-based support staff assisting the contractor.
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ESSENTIALS:
Owners: ArRiyadh
Development Authority (ADA)

Prime Consultant: IDOM

Contractors: Salini Impregilo
Group: Ansaldo STS,
Bombardier Transportation
Ltd, Impregilo S.p.A, Nesma
& Partners, Larsen & Toubro
Limited

SYSTRA IBT’s Role: Bridge
design consultant and
construction engineer

Year Completed: 2019
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HUNTS BAY BRIDGE
KINGSTON, JAMAICA

Part of the Highway 2000 project in Kingston, Jamaica,
this bridge is 26.6 m (87 ft) wide and carries six lanes of traffic
with shoulders. The bridge’s maximum span length is 45 m
(148 ft), and the superstructure consists of four composite
steel-concrete box girders with a transversely post-tensioned
top slab. The bridge is subject to high seismic loads, with peak
rock acceleration of 0.30g.
The foundations consist of 1.5 m (4.9 ft) diameter steel
piles partially filled with concrete with a maximum length of
45 m (148 ft). The bridge was launched from the abutment
in two halves using a temporary steel nose. The concrete
deck was poured at the abutment before launching. This
construction method proved to be economical due to the lack
of heavy cranes on the island. It also eliminated the need for
temporary supports in the waterway and construction of the
concrete top slab above water. The steel pipes for the piles and
the steel girders were manufactured in Mexico and delivered
to the site by barge. Design-Build project.
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ESSENTIALS:
Owner-Developer:
Bouygues, Jamaican Branch
Design-Build Contractor:
Bouygues and VSL
Year Completed: 2006

SYSTRA IBT’S Role:
Detailed design and
construction engineering
including design of the
launching nose and
temporary bearings.
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SR 520 EVERGREEN POINT FLOATING BRIDGE
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Photo Credit: WSDOT

The SR 520 Evergreen Point Floating Bridge is an 8,700 ft
long project crossing Lake Washington near Seattle, Washington,
combining both floating and fixed base bridge components. The
unique design consists of a 5,135 ft (1,566 m) long low-rise
structure of precast segments supported at a typical 30 ft
spacing on top of the floating bridge. This innovative two-way
post-tensioned structure is designed to be low profile, with a
maximum thickness of 2.5 ft (0.76 m) while carrying 6 lanes of
traffic plus a pedestrian walkway for a total deck width of 113’4”(34.6 m). SYSTRA IBT is responsible for technical oversight
and construction engineering for the cast-in-place segmental
twin box-girder long span at the east side of the project, which
has a total length of 629 ft and a main span of 320 ft. Both
structures are pre-designed to be expandable for two additional
mass transit lanes in the future. Design-build project.
The SR 520 Evergreen Point Floating Bridge has received
the following honors: 2017 American Council of Engineering
Companies, Grand Conceptor Award and 2016 Design-Build
Institute of America, National Award of Merit, Excellence in
Design.
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ESSENTIALS:
CLIENT/OWNER: Washington
State Department of
Transportation
DESIGN/BUILD
CONTRACTOR: KiewitGeneral-Manson JV

PRIME CONSULTANT: KPFF
Consulting Engineers
YEAR COMPLETE: 2017
SYSTRA IBT’S ROLE:
Conceptual design, detailed
design, and construction
engineering
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SECOND VIVEKANANDA

KOLKATA, INDIA

Designed to replace the existing Vivekananda Bridge
spanning the Hooghly River in Kolkata, this 880 m (2,890 ft) long
bridge forms part of a 6.1 km (3.8 mile) toll highway with six
lanes of traffic. The 29 m (95 ft) wide structure includes seven
110 m (360 ft) spans and consists of an “extradosed” precast
segmental concrete box girder built in balanced cantilever, with
three mid-span expansion joints. These joints are designed
to allow for horizontal movement but resist bending due to
concrete creep distribution and live loads.
The structure is a multiple-span “extradosed” bridge with
a central plane of stay cables. The superstructure is mono
lithically connected to cast-in-place pier shafts supported on
45 m (148 ft) deep caissons or well foundations. The circular
caisson caps are located at riverbed level to reduce scour.
Construction of the bridge superstructure was critical due
to high current and flooding after the monsoon season.
This project received the American Segmental Bridge
Institute (ASBI) 2007 Bridge Award of Excellence and the
CELSOC 2008 Engineering Excellence Merit Award. Designbuild project.
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ESSENTIALS:
CLIENT/OWNER: National
Highway Authority of India
DEVELOPER: Second
Vivekananda Bridge Tollway Co.
GENERAL CONSULTANT:
Consulting Engineering Services
and Parsons Brinckerhoff Asia

YEAR COMPLETE: 2007
SYSTRA IBT’S ROLE:
Preliminary design for
approach spans and main
bridge, detailed design for
main bridge superstructure,
construction engineering
for main bridge
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A1-M1 LINK ROAD EXTRADOSED BRIDGE

MAURITIUS

The A1-M1 Link Road is a Highway Project of approximately
1 km (62 mi), currently under construction in Mauritius. The
project will cross the Grand River North West Valley, a natural
gorge with a depth of approximately 90 m (295 ft), with a
25 m (82 ft) wide dual carriageway 3-spans extradosed
concrete bridge with spans of 100 m (328 ft), 130 m (426 ft)
and 100 m (328 ft), supported by slender 100 m (328 ft) tall
pylons. The deck is a single box girder, constant depth, cast
in place by typical balanced cantilever method and required
the use of temporary stay cables to progress the cantilever
construction towards the abutments. Being subjected to major
cyclonic winds, a detailed wind climate study of the project site
was conducted to derive wind buffeting loads for the bridge
design both in construction and service.
When completed, the project will improve traffic within
the network of A1 Road and M1 Motorway and provide an
alternative access to the city of Port Louis to traffic originating
from Rose Hill, Beau Bassin, Chebel, Chapman Hill, and
upper Coromandel. It is expected that this bridge will be the
most aesthetic structure and become an important national
landmark in Mauritius.
TEAM ROLE AND INVOLVEMENT:
Bridge Structure: SYSTRA IBT Dubai (support from
SYSTRA IBT San Diego)
Drainage: SAI India (under SYSTRA IBT)
Lightning Protection: SEFTIM (under SYSTRA IBT)
Wind Specialist: Svend Ole Hansen (under SYSTRA IBT)
Geotech: ARQ (under TGBV)
Form Traveler: Rubrica (under TGBV)
Reinforcement Specialist: SAMT (under TGBV)
Climbing Formwork: Doka (under TGBV)
3rd Cat Checker: COWI (under TGBV)
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ESSENTIALS:
CLIENT/OWNER: Mauritius Road Development Authority
CONTRACTOR: Transinvest – GCC – Bouygues TP – VSLi
SYSTRA IBT’S ROLE: Scope of work involves the structural
detailed design, rebar bending schedule and construction
drawings, construction engineering and deflection control,
drainage and lightning protection.

KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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KINGSTON THIRD CROSSING (WAABAN CROSSING)

The Kingston Third Crossing involves the construction
of a new 1.2 km bridge that will extend over the Cataraqui
River connecting the east side and west side communities.
The bridge is the largest infrastructure project the City
has ever undertaken, improving the roadway approaches,
accommodating active transportation, and providing
modern roadway geometry and tie in to the existing road
network.
The Third Crossing Project includes:
• Create greater business connectivity and improve 		
emergency service response.
• Increase active transportation through a 4m multi-use
pedestrian and bike pathway.
• Connections to waterfront trails on either side of the
Cataraqui River, providing easy access to Kingston for
residents and visitors.
• Safety barriers to separate the public, vehicle traffic, and
the multi-use path.
• Public viewing and rest areas on the south side of the
bridge.
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The City of Kingston is committed to conserving and
protecting wildlife and their habitat. The Project Team is
dedicated to protecting the ecosystem within the project area
and ensuring the bridge infrastructure is well designed to avoid or
reduce adverse effects. Experts have and will continue to conduct
surveys of plants and wildlife to protect the environment.
SYSTRA IBT is responsible for the detailed design and
construction surveillance of the main bridge which consists of a
3-span continuous composite bridge. Alliance/Integrated Project
Delivery

ESSENTIALS:
CLIENT/OWNER:
The Corporation of the
City of Kingston
DESIGNER: SYSTRA IBT
and Hatch
CONTRACTOR:
Peter Kiewit Sons ULC

MAIN BRIDGE DESIGNER:
SYSTRA IBT
SYSTRA IBT’S ROLE:
IPD Partner, Overall Project
Management, Detailed
Design, Field Support.

